
As usual I’ve primed the figure in black fol-
lowed with some zenithal highlights applied 

from above:

I’m going to begin by placing my broad areas of light and shade using Deep Red mixed with 
some Black for the shadows, and Blood Red for the highlights, feely wet blending the tones 

as I go.
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I’m then just using a damp brush to blend 
the tones on the model (and notice that I’m 
not concerned with the black veins for now):

And this is the Blood Red which I’m using for 
the brightest areas:

I’m continuing round the rest of the model 
in the same way:

And now some pure Deep Red as we move 
into the more highlighted areas:Here I’m placing some of the shadows using the Deep Red mixed with Black:



This basically gives me my main shadow to mid tone: I’m now just boosting the highlighted areas 
using the brilliant Antares Red:

Once the initial layer is dry, we can go over 
any areas we like to strenghen the tone:



I’m also using the same blue-ish black tones 
for the claws etc:

I’m now going to begin drawing in the black veins initially using a mix of Black and Anthracite 
Gray, then highlighted up with the addition of some Caribbean Blue and some White Sands 

(to subtly compliment the red skin tone):

I chose the draw in and highlight the black veins before refining the highlights on the red areas because I knew there would be a good 
chance of my hitting the red skin when drawing on the veins...



I then decided to experiment with some shiny highlights on the skin using the more orangey Aldeberan Red, and some Tenere Yellow (like 
I did with Magneto), but later decided to take a different route (although this is certainly an option; I just chose to lean more towards ma-

genta instead of orange as you’ll see in a while...):

I’ve now reached a final decision on how I want to highlight the red; I’m starting by pushing up to some quite light, specular highlights by 
adding varying amounts of Tenere Yellow and White Sands to the Antares Red:

I’m now continuing with the black areas:
At this point I chose to swap the base out as I wasn’t happy with the look of the cracked rock 
on the manhole cover and the drain (and I’m using Graphite mixed with a little Black, and a 

light dry brush of Tyrant Skull to paint it:)



I’m then glazing over some Fluorescent Ma-
genta mixed with a little Fluorescent Red:

I’m also adding an optional couple of drops 
of Ultra Matte Varnish to counter the slightly 

glossy finish of the fluorescent paint:

This produces a colder, more magenta-tint-
ed feel to the reds which I found nicely cap-

tured the look I was after...

After the fluorescent glaze I’m adding some 
final glinting highlights which can go all the 
way up to pure White Sands (just keep them 

nice and small!).



I’m now painting the eyes using Nacar mixed with a little of the Anthracite Gray:

And here I’m adding some White Sands to 
produce some slightly irregular patches of 

highlight:



I’m now just brightening the tongue using 
Fuchsia mixed with Tenere Yellow and White 

Sands:

You can see I’ve also pushed the smallest 
highlights of the claws up to pure White 

Sands:

I’m now continuing round the figure pushing 
the highlights of both the red and black are-

as as already described:

Even for the “black” veins I’m going pretty 
bright with the smallest highlights to create 

a somewhat shiny impression:



I’m also trying different strenghts of the Flu-
orescent Magenta, and found we can push it 

quite hard...

I’m now just using some PVA glue to help 
join this little piece of sinew with the main 

tentacle at the back here:

You can see here that I’m once again just 
pushing the highlights right up for places like 
the ends of these tentacles, then brushing 

over the Fluorescent Magenta:

I’m also placing some of the magenta into 
sections of the claws to suggest some reflec-

tivity:

And here I’m drawing some additional cracks 
onto the ground:

And I’m also doing a little “set dressing” with some additional bits of rubble, urban scatter 
etc for the base:



I’m now doing my last bits of tidying and refining:

And this completes Carnage!



Elsewhere I’m keeping the highlights some-
what cooler:



This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:

PAINT LIST:

Black (SC)
Deep Red (SC)
Blood Red (SC)

Antares Red (SC)
Anthracite Gray (SC)
Caribbean Blue (SC)

White Sands (SC)
Tenere Yellow (SC)

Fluorescent Magenta (VMC)
Fluorescent Red (VMA)

Nacar (SC)
Fuchsia (SC)

 

 

VMC = Vallejo Model Color, S = Schmincke, VMA - Vallejo Model Air, DR = Daler Rowney, SC = Scalecolor, VFP = Vallejo Fantasy Pro

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


